Abstract-Path preview is the key to realizing automatic navigation control that can guide the navigational direction of the vehicle trace. The preview point must be regulated dynamically according to the predetermined navigational features of the actual path preview control to obtain the ideal path trace result. Based on the "preview follower theory" combined with the driver's experience and utilizing the Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA) fuzzy control toolbox, a fuzzy algorithm of the preview point has been proposed in the paper. The navigation control system embedded in the path planning and preview control algorithm has been applied in the experiment to trace a predetermined navigational straight way, 90°curve and arc way to operate a rice transplanting robot 
I. INTRODUCTION
The following three questions must be answered concerning an agricultural machine automatic navigation control system for the machine to be operated with predetermined navigational safety and accuracy, "Where is it now?", "Where to go now?" and "How to go now?" [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Path preview control is the key for the second question ---"Where to go now?" which guides the direction of the vehicle trace navigation. At first, the best front distance according to the vehicle attitude and the predetermined navigation should be calculated. Next, the front distance should be taken as a reference for deciding the current preview point (the point of the target) of the navigation and the direction from the current point to the preview point as the objective of the navigation. The yaw is calculated from the current vehicle navigation and the objective navigation. Controlling the curve on the basis of the yaw answers the question "Where to go now?" [6] The preview point must be regulated dynamically according to the navigation features in the actual path preview control system to obtain the ideal path trace result [7, 8] . Research on path preview control has been conducted since the 1960s [9] . However, there are lots of differences of the Path Preview algorithms between offroad vehicle and indoor mobile robot [10, 11] and industrial robot [12] . Peng, H. et al have proposed the preview control method combined with front feed and feedback and introduced path curvature into the front feed circuit to improve the path trace effect of the entire system [9] . Park, J. et al. (1996) hypothesized that the curve angle of the vehicle is the function of the driving speed, and the simulating outcome displays that the front model of the driver meets well with the requirement of that the highway vehicle automatically controls the driving speed [13] . Thomas Bell (1999) has used the following vehicle position prediction to make preview control when controlling the agricultural vehicle automatic, and the predicting model of the correspondent vehicle position was established, and the control of the current period was calculated by predicting the available positions in the future periods [14] . Zhang Q. et al (2004) determined two preview front distances when designing the navigational preview control of the unmanned tractor. One distance is the navigational trace front distance, and the other is the front distance to drive safety, which sets up the front distance table based on the vehicle speed, the path section curvature, the gear-box shifts and shifting time [15] direction control model according to the " preview follower theory" and made a relevant simulation; the results indicated that the model can guide the vehicle curve movement at the lower speed and higher speed [16] . Li Qingzhong et al (2002) state that the vehicle control system is a typical delayed, nonlinearity and unstable system, and there is an obvious prediction for preview control that is better than the traditional control algorithm that relied on the information feedback for control, combined with expert driving experience and rule and PID control through the simulating of artificial intelligence in driving. The auto-regulated intelligent PID preview control method based on the rule has been designed according to the path curve degree and the advancing speed of the vehicle [17] . According to the "preview follower theory" combined with driving experience, utilizing the Matlab fuzzy control toolbox, a fuzzy algorithm of the preview point has been proposed in the paper to realize the dynamic auto-regulation of the preview point in the path preview control of the RTR (Rice Transplanting Robot),and to improve the precision of the path trace. 
II. FUZZY ALGORITHM OF THE PATH PREVIEW

A. Preview Control Principle of the Rice Transplanting Robot
According to the "preview follower theory", the driving operation of the driver can be taken as a system that parallels a previewer and a tracer, as shown in Figure  1 . The previewer is the decision stage of the driver (information perception decision), and the tracer is equal to the calibrating stage of the driver [16, 18, 19] . The navigational control system of the agriculture intelligent moving platform is an intelligent control system substantially to replace the driver. As shown in Figure 2 (a), in the preview stage, the system finds the closest point A' of the current vehicle position A on the predetermined trajectory and later decides the best front distance d according to the vehicle position (the vehicle speed v, the acceleration a, the navigation θ , the angle of the front wheel ϕ etc), the road situation (width w and curvature k)). The system then generates preview point P on the trajectory, the angle of the line connecting the current point A and the preview point P and the current navigational direction of the moving platform; θ is the yaw angle θ Δ (as shown in Figure 2b ); In the trace stage, a curve control ϕ Δ is generated by the navigational controller according to the yaw angle θ Δ , which controls the vehicle to approach the predetermined navigation.
The driver is not certain about the road curvature and the current vehicle speed when deciding the preview, and the fuzzy decision is made based on the long term cognitive driving practice; e.g., the preview should be slightly longer because the current speed is very fast; the speed should be slightly slower because the road is very curved; and/or the preview should be slightly longer as much as possible to understand the information around the curve in the road. The preview decision is fuzzy, and the fuzzy theory is used to research the auto-regulated dynamic calculation of the preview point.
Mamdani is a fuzzy logic system with a fuzzy generator (make fuzz) and the fuzzy eliminator (Defuzzy), that is broadly used in engineering. The Mamdani fuzzy logic system was used to design the fuzzy generator of the preview point in the paper, as shown in Figure 3 .
B. Fuzzy Status and the Universe of Discourse of the Input & Output Language Variable
As shown in Figure 3 , the fuzzy generator of the preview point is a system with double input and single output; the input language variable is the vehicle speed v(t) at t and the road mean curvature k(t), and the output language variable is the preview front distance y(t) at t.
Vehicle speed v(t) is described by five fuzzy "shifts", "Very Low, Low, Medium, High, and Very High", and the marks of the correspondent fuzzy subclasses are "VL, L, M, H, and VH", and the universe of discourse is selected as [0, 5] (m/s) according to the normal operating speed of the agriculture intelligent moving platform.
As shown in Figure 4 , the calculating formula ' MM mean curvature k(t) at t is:
The mean curvature k(t) is described by five fuzzy "shifts", "Very Small, Small, Medium, Big, and Very Big", and the marks of the correspondent fuzzy subclasses are "VS, S, M, B, and VB", and the universe of discourse is selected as [0, 0.5] (1/m) according to the normal road situation and the minimum curve radius of the agriculture intelligent moving platform.
The front distance y(t) is described by five fuzzy "shifts", "Very Near, Near, Medium, Far, and Very Far", and the marks of the correspondent fuzzy subclasses are "VN, N, M, F, and VF", and the universe of discourse is selected as [3, 15] (m). 
C. Determine the Subjective Function of Each Fuzzy Collection
In practice, the most common membership functions are the gauss function and the triangle function [20, 21] . For the convenience of the calculation, the triangle function is selected to design the preview fuzzy generator, and the formula is as follows:
In the formula, x is used for the specified variable of the universe of discourse, the shape of the triangle is specified by a, b, c, and
, and the maximum value 1 of the function is at point b, 0 for point a, c.
In the Matlab simulation, we used the Fuzzy toolbox to establish the membership function curve of the fuzzy variables v(t), k(t), y(t), as shown in Figure 5 .
D. Fuzzy Deduction a. Establishment of the fuzzy deduction rule table
The fuzzy deduction rule is the core of the fuzzy decision, which directly influences the performance result
of the decision. The common methods to obtain the fuzzy deduction rule are to ask an experienced driver or to obtain experimental data. The preview fuzzy generator rule in the design is based on asking for navigational information from an experienced driver, as shown in Table 1 .
b. Composing the algorithm for the input of the fuzzy collection
The preview fuzzy generator is a fuzzy logic system with double input. If the condition specified a rule, the composing calculation is often necessary for the different premises of input, to decide the front distance fuzzy value on the basis of the comprehensive fuzzy value input of the vehicle speed and the mean curvature of the path section. The common conjunction of the composing algorithm is "and" and "or". If the vehicle speed is very low (VL) and the path section mean curvature is very low (VS), then the front distance is very near (VN).
For simplicity of the calculation, the minimum method is used for the "and" operation, and the maximum method is used for the "or" operation, when the preview fuzzy generator is designed in the paper [21] [22] [23] .
(1) Calculation of the "min" method If the premise is "x is A and y is B", A×B is recorded as the fuzzy collection of the direct product space X×Y, and then: The fuzzy relation R c is defined as follows:
When x is A' and the composing algorithm of the fuzzy relation is "MAX-MIN", the concluding calculation of the fuzzy deduction is as follow:
d. Composition of the output
The common conjunction "also" is used for the many diversified fuzzy rules. The "max" method is used to compose the multi-rules output when the preview fuzzy generator is designed in the research, and the calculation method is as follows:
E. Defuzzy
The barycenter method is one of the Defuzzy methods that are more sensitive to the variation of a tiny fuzzy input value. Its output is obviously smoother than the other methods. The barycenter method is used to defuzzy when the preview fuzzy generator is designed; in this research, the method for calculating is as follows:
In the formula, 0 μ is the fuzzy collection of variable u of the universe of discourse U. 
Ⅲ. REALIZATION OF THE ALGORITHM
There are many ways to realize the preview fuzzy generator software, and table lookup is a simple and effective method that can guarantee very high real time performance for the system. Table lookup is used to realize the preview fuzzy generating algorithm. At first, the offline algorithm is used to generate the response table of the fuzzy decision, and in the actual control of the navigational preview control, the fuzzy decision output value is obtained directly by the table lookup based on the input value in the computer.
The response table of the fuzzy decision of the preview point fuzzy generator is calculated under Matlab, as shown in Table 2 , and Figure 6 is the process chart of the preview point fuzzy calculation. According to the actual requirement of the field operation, the vehicle speed is controlled at approximately 0.8 m/s, tested on the straight, the 90° curve and the arc path, separately. The yaw is taken by a 1 m step according to the actual trace of the vehicle trace navigation on the test ground and converted into the space coordinate points on the map, while keeping the yaw at the point. Table 3 is the trace data analysis of 3 predetermined trajectories, and Figure 7 is the line graph of the trace error. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the "preview follower theory" combined with the driver's experience and use of the Matlab fuzzy control toolbox, a fuzzy algorithm of the preview point was designed. To realize the dynamic auto-regulation of path preview control and improve the trace precision of the path, a navigational control system embedded in a path planning and preview control algorithm was applied in the experiment to operate a rice transplanting robot by tracing the predetermined navigation of a straight way, 90°curve and arc way. 
